selectcd for consideration is typical of the soil type, farm size, livestock and cropping programs, furm machinery and building facilities for the locale.
The basic enterprises considered are five dairy activities, five cattle feeding enterprises, spring and fall hog farrowing systems, a supplementary poultry enterprise and five crop rotation systems with four levels of fertilization. Cream production, grade B milk in cans and in bulk, and grade A milk in cans and in bulk are the dairy activities assumed feasible 1'01' producers in the area. (In this bulletin manufacturing grade milk is referred to as such or as grade B milk.)
'rhe initial plans in this study are restricted to t he resources available to the typical farmer. These resource restrictions include 135 acres of rotated land, 17 acres of permanent pasture, 390 hours of operator's labor for each of June, JUly and August and 260 hours for each of the remaining months, housing for 200 poultry, 15 litters of spring and fall pigs and 30 dairy cows. Some of these restrictions are relaxed in later pbases of the analysis.
All prices used in the study except the dairy priccs are projected estimates for Iowa, 1960 . The dairy prices used in the fixed price programs are averagc market prices for the products in the Sioux County marketing area.
One objective of the study was to evaluate lincar programming as a tool for the analysis of the supply of agricultural products. The experience of this present study shows that linear programming is a useful tool for the investigation of supply.
Answers to four general questions were sought in the analyses of the five dairy activities. These questions are: (1) How do variations in the operating capital lcvel affect thc number of dairy cows included in thc optimum plans? (2) What changes in dairy cow numbers occur as the prices of the dairy cnterprises are varied? (3) How do simultaneous variations ill hog and milk prices affect the optimum plans? (4) ·What changes occur in the optimum plans as r,ertain changes are made in the price of corn and in thc availability of labor and hog housing?
As the level of operating capital rises, the size of the dairy herd kcpt for cream increases and then decreases .. The level of operating capital has no ini"luence on the number of dairy cows kcpt for grade B milk production in cans beyond the $10,640 level, whcre the maximum herd size is reached. Fall and spring labor rm.;trictions prevent further cxpansion of these two dairy entcrprises. The other three dairy enterprises, however, continue to expand l1S the capitlll level incrcascs.
At high capital lcvels, hulk milk production permits a 111rgel' dairy operation than does can milk production. 'l'lw assnmed saying ill lahor for the bulk tank operation permits this expansion over the can operation. At low capital levels, can production involves a largcr dairy enterprise. The capital intensive hulk opcration exhausts the small capital supply at It smaller herd size than does can pI'odnction. At each capital level, the net income with a grade A operation ('xl-ecds the net income with a gradl~ 13 or ('rcam operation. Above the $11,000 capital level, bulk produetion of grade A milk or grade B milk is Illore profitable than can production of the sume grade. '1'he differences in net income among the various types of operation are positively related to the lcvel of operating capital.
'l'he size of the hulk milk premiums required to maintain a given volume of production depcnds on thc level of operating capital, with much larger premiums required at low capital levels. The required price differential for gradc A milk over grade 13 milk is the same at all capital levels studied.
The linear programming analysis rcsults in steppcd supply functions. Smoothing these curves indicates that the supply of milk or cream is gcnerally highly clastic l1t low dairy prices and quite inelastic at high priccs. In a few cases elasticity constl1ntly dccreases as price rises; in most cascs, however, it falls, rises and thcn falls again. In some casC's, elasticity fluetuates sharply within a l'ell1tively small price range.
At a givcn price, pricc clasticity usually varies l1S the levcl of operating capital varies.
The price level at which dairying goes out of thc optimum plans is lowcr at highcr capital levels. Apparently, once a producer is set up for milk production, it takcs lowcr prices to squeeze him out of dairy product.ion as his capital level increases.
Spring labor is the most restrict.ive resource for dairy production. At high lcvels of investment, fall labor and, less frequently, hay and corn supplies be-('ome limitatiollal.
Grade A milk production in bulk is the only dairy enterprise that can compete successfully for the limited resources when unlimited hog housing is available and averagc prices are uscd. Grade A in bulk cntcrs thc optimum pitms onl)' at the high capital levels. 'VhCll variahle llOg and dairy prices are considered with unlimited hog housing facilities, cream production is not included in the optimulIl plans for any rcalistir, cream price. The negative relationship hetween the pricc of hogs and milk output is clearly exhibited whcn hog price variations arc considered with grade A milk production. l\[ilk supply is quite clastic with respcct to hog prices.
The results of the analyses with a labor-hiring activity suggest the following generalizations: (1) The availability of hircd lahor has little cffcct on the optimum farm organization execpt at the higher capital levels. (2) At these highcr capital levels, the dairy enterprisc is increased; the cattle feeding cnterpJ"ise is decrcased, if includcd in the plan witlt no hired 111bor; and the hog cnterpriscs rcmain ahout thc samc.
1'wcnt)'-ecnt increl1ses lind decreases in the prire oj" rom from !lil.30 per hushel were ronsidered for grade A milk production in cans with unlimited hog housing facilities. The corn price of $1.50 results in a decrease in hog production and an increase· in the dairy herd over the $1.30 corn-price situation. 'l'he plans with the corn price of $1.10 are almost identical with the plans for a price of $1.30. Factors other than price of corn-hay and labor supplycombine to prevent further increases in the already large investments in hogs.
'l'his study shows that the inflexibility of agricultural production as product prices fluctuate is not inconsistent with profit maximization. The prices of some commodities may vary widely without changing the optimum enterprise combination. Small production changes are sometimes associated with different optimum plans as prices change. In many situations the income lost by adopting a sUboptimum 456 plan is almost negligible. This suggests that dairy output may not be responsive to price changes even in those situations in which the smoothed supply eurves based on optimum farm plans are elastic. They also support the position that the current period's dairy output is an important variable in predicting the next period's output.
This bulletin presents partial results of the lineal' programming analyses. More complete detail can be found in a Technical Appendix available from the scnior author. This appendix contains: (a) basic data used in constructing the input-output coefficients, (b) the complete optimum plans for each situation studied and (c) tables showing incomc losses suffered by operating at various suboptimum plans.
An Application of Linear Programming to the Study of Supply Responses ill Dairying l
BY GEORGE \V. I,ADD AN!) EDDIE V. BASI .. EY
SCOPE OF STUDY
Inadequate knowledge about the supply response of agricultural products has hampered the formulation of a sound national agricultural price and marketing program. Without a more adequate understanding of supply, agricultural economists cannot fully evaluate the effects of various agricultural programs on the volume of production and consumption, on the incomes of producers and on the wclfare of society.
Previous work in dairy supply response is not adequate to meet the current production and m~r ketillg problems in dairying. Many of these studIes were made in specialized dairy areas and consequently do not apply to those areas where farmers have many possible alternative enterprises (10, 14, 25 .) Many studies made before World War II cannot he applied to present-day conditions because of technological advances (2, 10, 14, 20, 26) . Most of these studies have been restricted in scope-estimating output per cow or total output from a few variables selected from a long list of pertinent variables.
Recent developments in the application of activity nnalysis to agricultural research suggest that this technique has promising possibilities for the study of supply response. It permits analyzing the effects of several factors which have hitherto reeeived scant attt'ntion. In addition, an activity analysis study of supply develop,s much information that can be of use in farm miuiagement.
'l'he objectives of this study are to investigate the applicability of lineal' programming to th~ st:udy. of agricultural supply and to obtain quantItatIve lllformation 011 the effects of various factors on the farm production of dairy products.
FARM SITUATION STUDIED
Sioux County, Iowa, was selected as the area to he stndied because of its varied farming programs. 'Phis diversified patteI'll of farming extends into The Galva-Primghar-Sac, Marcus-Primghar-Sac and Moody soil types are characteristic of this area. Soil analysts reeommend high nitrogen-phosphate comhinations for succe:;;sful fertilization on most soils in this area, while potash is :;;eldom needed (27) . According to the 1954 agricultural census (28), the avet'agc farm size for the county was approximately 166 acres. Cattle and hog production, cream and whole milk production, and poultry raising were th(' enterpriscs with the highest value of products :;;old, ill the order outlined. Corn, oats, hay and soybeans dominate the crop enterprises.
Plans in this study ure rcstricted by the resources avail!lb1e to the typical farmer in thc Sioux County area: The farm selected for consideration is typical of the ~oil type, farm size, livestock and cropping program, farm machinery and building facilities in the area. It is assumed that the farmer has an estuhlished farming busincssand has certain fixed resources at his disposal. These resources include land, machincry and buildings,. Since the average farm size is 166 acres, 160-ucre farms were selected for analysi:;;. The farm studied is typical of 160-ucre farms in this area, 11llYing 135 acres devoted to crops and rotated pasture, 17 acres to pel'manent pasture and 8 aeres to farmsteads, roads and fences.
'rhe service buildings on the farm consist of adequate housing for 200 hens, grain and llUY storage facilities, a dairy barn which can house up to 30 dairy eows, and adequate space for 15 litters of spring and 15 litters of fall pigs. "'1'he macllinery and cquipment for these quantities of livestock represent purt of the existing stock of eapital, along witll the buildings, land and livestock found on the typical 160-ac1'e farm. It is assumed that the capital ill livestock and supplies can be converted to forms allowing reorganization and, reinvestment, hut tlwt capital in buildings, land 'and machinery will be retained in these forms even for new farm plans. The grain und hay storage facilities are mlequate to handle the pl~oducti()n from the (,l'Oplalld,. 'rhe dairy barB is sHeh that t he n~ee!isa,p'_: fa,ciljti~s, CUll be provided
when a shift is made from selling cream to selling whole milk or when additional space is needed for an expanded hog enterprise.
1'hc farm studicd is owner-operated, and the labor available is that of one operator, plus additional family labor during the months of June, July and August. Total hours assumed available are 390 hours 1'01' each of the three summer months and 260 hours for each of the remaining months. This available labor is utilized for all competitive livestock and cropping, programs. In addition there are 200 hours of annual labor available for a supplementary poultry enterprise.
The annual cash outlay is used for the purchase of fertilizer, seed, protein supplement for livestock, taxes, fucl and oil, power use, annual veterinary expenses, building and equipment repair, depreciation, and other variable expenses associated with the farm operations. Operating capital is the operator's cash, bank deposits and othcr liquid assets which are used to pay these expenses.
PRICES USED
All prices, except the milk prices, used for the fixed price programs are projected estimates for Iowa, 1960, made by the United States Department of Agriculture. '1'he base milk prices are 1956 average prices for thc local Sioux County markets. In various phases of the analysis the dairy, hog and corn prices are varied. 1'he fixed base prices are given in Orazem (24) .
ALTERNA'l'IVE ENTERPRISES '1'he enterprises to be considered are five dairy enterprises, five cattle feeder plans, spring and fall hog farrowing systems, a poultry enterprise and five crop rotation plans with four different fertilizer levels. All these enterprises compete freely for the available resources, except poultry, which competes for capital and feed only.
Besides the livestock and crop enterprises, which are described in the following paragraphs, milk selling and hog selling activities are included in the analysis. These selling activities are of special interest in this study of supply response. For convenient reference, table 1 lists all of the activities.
DAIRY ENTERPRISES
Five dairy enterprises are considered feasible for farmers in Sioux County. Farmers in this area may produce either cream, manufacturing milk (sometimes referred to here as grade B milk) in cans 01' in bulk, or grade A milk in cans or in bulk. 'rhe average productive life of the cows in each enterprise is 4 to 1) years. The annual replacement stock for each cow is one-third of a cow, one-third of a l-yeal'-old heifcr and one-fourth of a 2-year-old heifer. Nct l'etu111s include the value of the dairy stock sold.
C"eam production. This enterprisc includes cows of medium producing capacity on fair permanent pasture with average management. Each cow is fed 43 bushels of C0111 and corn equivalent, 5.5 tons of Ilay and hay equivalent, and 160 pounds of soybean meal. The average production of each cow is 275 pounds of butterfat, 5,000 pounds of skimmilk, and thc meat sold as beef. Feed costs and net retu111s are calculated on a pel' cow basis. Net returns for the cnterprise reflect the market value of the butterfat and the meat plus the fced value of the skimmilk.
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Grade B milk production in cans. 'rhe annual production capacity of each cow is 8,000 pounds of 3.5-percel1t grade B milk. The same feeding practices are followed for grade B milk production as for cream production.
Gmde B milk production in bulk. This enterprise consists of average management and medium producing cows whose milk is handled with a bulk-tank setup. Each cow produces 8,100 pounds of 3.5-percent milk annually, an assumed savings of about 1 percent ovcr the can operation. 2 The equipment necessary for this enterprise is the same as for the can cnterprise cxcept that a bulk tank replaces cans, rack and a milk cooler, and a pipelinc installation is added.
Grade A milk production in cans. Above-average management is assumed for this enterprise where greater carc is given to sanitation and feedi~g practi('es of the herd. Each cow is fed 47 bushels or corn and corn equivalent, 5.7 tons of hay and hay cquivalent and 280 pounds of soybean meal. Tlie annual production pel' cow is 9,000 pounds.
Gmde A milk production in bulk. In this cntel'-prise, all of the necessary equipment for markcting milk in cans is replaced with a bulk tank and a pipeline installation. Above-average cows produce 9,100 pounds of milk annually. The same feeding practices as outlined for the grade A milk enterprise ar~ followed here.
BEEF CATTLE ENTERPRISES WITH AVERAGE MANAGEMEN'f
The beef cattle enterprises considered feasible for Sioux County are short-fed yearlings, medium yearlings fed in drylot, choice steer calves fed on drylot and a beef cow-calf enterprise.
Short-fed yea,·lings. This enterprise consists of medium yearlings bought in November and sold in l\fay and another group bought in May and sold thc following November, at an averagc weight gain ot' 370 pounds. The yearlings, purchased in November at an average weig1lt of 670 pounds, are put on a moderately high grain ration as SOOI1 as possible and are marketed the following May. The second lot of yearlings are purchased in May, put on pasture and a moderate grain ration, and sold the following November. Market weight averages 1,040 pounds per head.
Medim'lt yearlings, fed in drylot. TIle yearlings, purchased in November at approximately 610 pounds, are sold the following September at 1,070 pounds after being wintered primarily on roughage and put on full feed in early summer. The ration includes 55 bushels of grain and 200 pounds of protein.
Ohoice steer calves, fed on drylot. The purchase weight of the steer calves is 430 pounds. They are bought in October and sold the following August at 980 pounds. The same feeding practice is followed as in the case of drylot-fed yearlings except that a greater amount of grain is necessary.
Beef cow-calf enter}Jri.~e. 'rhe beef cow is used mainly to produce 1,000-pound calves for sale. A 90-percent calf crop is assumed with replacement of the cow every S years; 150 pounds of cull cow and 750 pounds of calf are sold per cow each year. The ration includes 46 bushels of corn, 6.S2 tons of hay and 178 pounds of supplement.
HOG ENTERPRISES WITH AVERAGE MANAGEMENT
Spring and fall farrowing of hogs are considered ill this stUdy. All data are calculated on a per litter basiR. For both systems it is assumed that 7.S pigs arc weaned, 5 percent are lost and 6.5 pigs are sold at a market weight of 220 pounds. One gilt is kept from each litter for farrowing in the following year.
Spring hogs. In this system, pigs are farrowed in April, fed out in pasture, and marketed in October. Each litter consumes 110 bushels of corn, 520 pounds of protein supplement and 0.7 ton of hay and hay equivalent. Pork sold per litter, including a 300-pound sow, avcrages approximately 1,730 pounds.
Fall hogs. In this system, pigs are farrowed in October, fed out in drylot and marketed in April at 220 pounds. The amount of pork sold per litter is the sa.me as in the spring farrowing. A decline in llet return from the spring crop is due to the feeding of more corn and protein supplement.
POULTRY ENTERPRISE This is a supplementary farm laying flock and is replaced with new stock each year. It utilizes only the homemaker's labor; therefore, it docs not compete with the other enterprises for labor. It does compete, however, for capital and feed resources. The average annual production per bird is 15 dozen eggs and 4.87 pounds of meat.· An average of 1.73 sexed chicks per hen must be purchased each year for potential laying. The mortality rates for hens and chicks are estimated at 15 and 10 percent, respectively.
CHOP ENTEHPRlSES 3
The following rotations are considered feasible for farmers in Sioux County: corn-oats (CO), corn-('orn-oats (CCO), corn-soybeans-corn-oats-meadow (CSbCOM), corn-corn-oats-meadow (CCOM), and corn-corn-oats-meadow-meadow. (CCOMM). Four levels of fertilization are considered in this study for each rotation: (a) no fertilizer, denoted by the subscript zero, (b) 25 pounds of available nitrogen, denoted by the SUbscript 1, (c) 50 pounds of available nitrogen, denoted by the subscript 2, and (d) SO pounds of available nitrogen, denoted by the subscript 3. For example, a CCOM2 is a corn-corn-oatsmeadow rotation, with 50 pounds of available nitrogen. Hence, there_ are 20 crop alternatives, five rotations with four different fertility levels.
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 'rhis study used the continuous capital and variable price modifications of the simplex method of linear programming (7, 8) . The logic and technique of linear programming have been adequately dealt with in the literature (3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 17) . Several applications of the method have been made to farm adjustment and planning problems (5,16, 1S, 22, 24) .
For the dctails of the two computational procedures used here see Candler (7, S). Some .computational economy in the simultaneous use of these two procedures can bc achieved in the following way. Set up t.he. matrix for variable pricing but apply the continuous capital procedure first to obtain the capital optimum programs. Variable pricing may then be applied at any of these capital optimums. For any other capital level of interest, choose the capital optimum just bcfore the level of interest. By adding the difference betwcen the optimum and the desired levels of capital to the capital supply of the optimum program, a new plan is brought in at the desired capital level. For example, if a capital optimum is $8,530 and a desired capital level is $9,000, simply add $470 to the capital supply in the optimum plan and use the continuous capital criteria to determine which activity to introduce into the plan to obtain the $9,000 optimum. In this study the continuous capital procedure was carried to the point at which operating capital became nonlimitational: i.e., to the point at whieh furthel': increases in the level of operating capital caused no-further change in the composition of output. 'l'he variahle price procedure was arbitrarily stopped when ·unrealistieally high dairy prices were reached.
A number ··of.faetors were analyzed for their effect on dairy supply. They are operating capital, price· of dairy products, hog prices, corn prices, hog housing restrictions and the hiring of labor. The situatiol1s analyzed are listed hriefly in table 2.
RESULTS.
Results ot the linear programming analyses arc presented· in figs. 1 to. 11. Since interest in this study :focuses on dairy supply,. only.data on dairy supply ·and income are generally presented. The income . . figures presented have not been adjusted for fixed costs. They are ZJ -Gj values obtained in the matrix; Zs is the price received per unit .. of. product, and. OJ is. the average .variable cost of production. Deduction. of machinery costs, real estate costs, personal property taxes, insurance and miscellaneous +!xed costs :will adjust these figures to net returns.
RESTRICTED HOG HOUSING CONTINUOUS CAPITAL
These results ar~prese~ted in figs. 1 and 2. A dairy herd for cream prod-gction reaches its maximum size at .the lower capital levels, then yields to a eat-. tIc feediilg enterprise as the level of capital increases. rthe capital level has no influence on dairy cow numhers kept for grade B ·milk production in cans beyond the $10,640 level. As soon as these two dairy enterprises reach their maximum si.zes, the. lahor away from them for further expansion of the dairy herd as the capital level increases. The other three dairy enterprises studied continue to expand even after the spring labor supply is exhausted, by drawing resources away from the nondairy enterprisCil. These three dairy enterprises have a higher net return per unit of output than do cream and grade B in cans. Grade A in bulk, which ha:S the highest net return per unit, is the only one which expands substantially after spring' labor becomes limitational.
With sufficient capital, bulk production permits a larger herd size than can production. Spring labor becomes limitatiollal at a lower capital level and with a smaller herd size for the can operations. The maximum herd sizes for the bulk operations are reached at higher capital levels than for the can operations.
At each capital level, grade A bulk production yields a larger nct return than does gradc B bulk production. At capital levels below $11,000, the average return to capital is highest for gradc A in cans; above this level, gradc A in bulk has the highest average return. At capital levels above $11,000, grade B in bulk has a highcr aYerage return to capital than grade B in cans.
The differences in income among the various situations arc positively related to the level of operating capital. At the $6,000 level, the difference in income betwcen cream production and either of thc grade A techniques is $400, from which must also be deductcd any cost of transfer; grade B production yields less net incomc than cream production. At the highcr capital levels the difference between the incomc-capital curvcs is wider. At -tIle $14,000 capital lcvel, for instance, the incomc differencc between grade A in bulk and cream is $2,900. This incomc differencc is $1,800 when gradc A in cans is considcrcd; $800 when gradc B in bulk and $500 when gradc B in cans is considcred. -.
-.-$6,000 CAPITAL ----$9,000 CAPITAL --$12,000 CAPITAL Stepped and smooth supply functions for qrade B milk in cans.
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~5.00 I, through 7. 4 For all dairy enterprises except grade B in bulk, there is an inverse relationship between the capital level and thc pricc at which dairying goes out of the optimum plan. The rclationship is clearest for grade A production in cans. For thc others, the price at which dairying goes out is lower for intermediate and high capital levels than for low capital lcvels. At the intermediate and high capital levels, when dairying does enter the optimum plan, it enters with larger herd sizes. For every dairy enterprise, the price at which dairy goes out of the optimum plan is the same for at least two capital levels. In the case of grade 'These are logarithmic charts to facilitate visual comparison of elasticities. As an aid in making these comparisons. three constant elasticity curveS are drawn in the lower left·hand corner of each graph. B in bulk, this price is the same for all three capital levels; for grade A in bulk, the border price for the third capital level differs from the border price for the other two by only 1 cent; for cream, by only 4 ('ents. Fifteen ('ombinations of' capital level and dairy enterprises arc analyzed. 5 In all cases except two (l'l'eam at t.he $6,000 capital level and grade A in cans at the $6,000 level), the largest incrcase in herd size takes place between plan zero, the no.dairy plan, and plan 1. In four plans (these two and grade A in hulk at the $9,000 and $15,000 levels), the Humber of dairy cows in plan 1 is less than half as great as the number in thc final plan. For these two grade A plans, the number of dairy cows in plan 1 is 46 percent of the number in the final plan. For the other 11 plans, the number of cows in plan 1 equals or exceeds 50 percent of the number in the final plan. These results indicate that, at low dairy prices, both the single farm dairy 'supply curve and the total supply eurve for an area arc highly price responsive.
At the lower capital levels, capital is the limitational resource which restricts the expansion of the dairy enterprise. A t the higher eapital levels, especially in combination with the higher prices, spring and fall labor are the limiting resources. ' The concept of supply elasticity is not useful in connection with these curves since the point' elasticity is zero (on the vertical segments of the sup.Ply curve), infinite (on the horizontal segments) "An analysis was run for grade B in bulk at the $6,000 capital level.
The plans obtained had only four or five cows at the hIghest prices. It is reasonable to assume however, that the expense of installing a bulk tank would make it unprofitable to operate with such small herd sizes. 462 or indeterminate (at the corners). The arc elas· tieity varies from zero to nearly infinity. It seems worthwhile to attempt to obtain some measure of supply elasticity for these curves for purposes of comparison even though thc measures arc arbitrary.
'Ye might suppose that each dairy enterprisecapital level combination studied here is a representatiYe firm for a group of fairly homogeneous firms. 'Ye might further assume that aggregating the supply curves for these firms and dividing by the number of firms would give a smooth curve whose general characteristics are those of a smooth curve drawn through the stepped supply curves determined by linear programming. Having stated these two assumptions, it is necessary to specify the way in which the characteristics of the stepped supply curvc determine the characteristics of the smooth curve. Onc reasonable procedure is to suppose that the average curve so obtained is the smooth curve drawn through the midpoints of the vertical segments and tile midpoints of the horizontal segments (Method I). Alternatively, one could fit least squares regressions to these same points. Some experimenting indirated that the curves obtained by this latter method are substantially the same as those obtained by connecting the midpoints of the horizontal segments with smooth curves (Method .. II).
Because of the arbitrary nature of any criteria that might be used, the expense of calculating least squares curves was avoided by using Method I and free-hand Method II. The smoothed curves shown in figs. 3 through 7 are those fitted graphically by Method I. From a visual analysis it appears that these euryes give a reasonably good fit, with the possible exception of the ('uryes for the illterlllC!liat.e and high capital levels for grade A in bulk and the intermediate capital leyel for grade A in caw;. 'rhe elasticity for each of thcse thrce curves is changing rapidly at the base price.
'fable 3 shows the elasticit.y for cach ('urve at the base price, determined graphically from the l\Iethod I ('uryes and the Method II curves. If the previously described 11roceS8 01' ohtaining a smooth ('urve hy averaging a total supply eune is vlllid, the ~[ethod I .{"uryes seem to he superior to the Method II curves on grounds of logic and consistency. In many instnnccs there arc substantial differences hetween the elasticities givcn by the two methods. It is hoped that continuing work in this field can lead to clearer ('riteria. for drawing the smoothed supply curves.
'J'he smoothed curves in figs. 4 to 7 give some idea liS to the impact of bulk milk handliug in a markct. Comparing optimum volumes of can and bulk production:
1. At the $9,000 capital level, can production of grade B milk exceeds bulk production at each price, hut the price elasticities arc approximately equal.
2. At this same capital lcvel, can production of grade A milk exceeds bulk production and the elasticities are again approximately cqual at each price except in the neighborhood of the base price.
3. At t.he $12,000 capital lcvel, bulk supply and its elasticity successively exceed, fall short of, and exceed can supply and (lIlU supply elasticity as prices rise. The differences, however, are fairly small. 4 . At this capital level, ('an supply of grade A milk falls somewhat short of bulk supply at all relevant prices; can supply elasticity is eQual to or slightly higher than bulk supply elasticity except around the hase price. 1'he l'elationsllip between the optimum volumes of hulk milk and can milk product.ion varies with the level of operating capital because of the saving in Inbor for the bulk operation with a pipeline installation over the can operation and because of the larger operating capital requirement pel' cow for hulk production.
UNI.Il\ll'I'I'~D Hon HOUSING 1'hc pre\'ious analyses assumed a\'ailable hog housing-facilities could handle no more than 15 litters of spring pigs ()r 15 litters of fall pigs. However, 15 litters is all average for Sioux County 160-ncre farms (28) , not nccessarily a maximum. In many of the previous plans,. hog housing was a limitatiolllll resource for spring pigs. In thc continuous capital analyses, it was limitational in the programs for cream and gradc B in ('ans at every capital level. In the gradc A in bulk programs hog housing was limitational at every capital level but the highest. In the variable pricing programs it was generally limitational at all dairy prices for the lowest levels of operating capital and at all but the higher dairy prices for the ot]1('r two levels of operating capital. Some analyses were made in which unlimited hog homdng was availahle. A farmer might obtain the effect of unlimited housing if he used the loose housing system for dairy cat.t.le (11). This system offers a highly flexihle arrangement that can be easily converted to housing for other types of livestock if not uscd by the dairy herd.
CONTINUOUS CAPITAL 'fhc optimum plans for grade A bulk milk production are presented in fig. 2 . With unlimited hog housing facilities and average hog and dairy priees, cream and grade A can production are eliminated from the optimum farm organization, and net incomes arc substantially increased. The limited hay (which includes the pasture equivalent of hay), corn and lahor supplies arc consumed by large investments in hog production. Even the volume of grade A bulk production is substantially smaller than formerly except at the highest capital levels.
YAHIABLE PHiCES l!'OR HOGS AND DAIRY
Optimum plans with variable hog and dairy prices arc presented in figs. 8, 9 and 10. At a hog price of $16, no cream is sold until butterfat reaches a price of $1.45. The production or grade A milk enters the optimum plan when the ratio of dairy to hog priccs is about 30 perrent. Orade A production is highly sensitiye to yarial iOllS in hog prices. Cream production is highly responsive to hog price changes when this price reaches low levels. In fact, dairy production seems to be more responsive to hog price changes lhan to dairy price changes. Relatively small hog price changes are sufficient to ehange dairy herd size from zero to 12 or so.
CONTINUOUS CAPITAL 'VlTH A LABOR-HIRING ACTIVITY
Spring and fall labor became limitational in so many of the programs that it was decided to explore the effects of adding a labor-hiring activity to the matrix. The wage rate used is $1.04 per hour, which was the average monthly wage rate without room and board for spring labor in Iowa in 1956. The rcsults are presentcd in fig. 11 . 
RESTRICTED HOG HOUSING, CREAM PRODUCTION
In the absence of a labor-hiring activity, the spring labor supply is exhausted at a capital level of $~,193. Labor hiring alters the optimum plans only at hIgher rapital levels, where cream production, which is a high labor-consuming enterprise, expands sharply.
UNI~IIIlITED HOG HOUSING, GRADE A MILK IN CANS
In the absence of a labor-hiring activity, the spring labor supply is exhausted at a capital level of $8,229 and the fall labor supply is exhausted at a level of $11,218. The addition of a labor-hiring activity has little effect on the optimum plans until the $8,500 capital level. Beyond this level it increases the number of hog litters slightly in a few plans; it increas~s the number of dairy cows in the final capital optImum by 7.
Any conclusions reached from only two analyses are highly tentative. These two anal~'ses. ~o have .two points in common, however. The avaIlabIlity of hIred labor has little effect on the optimum farm organization except at the higher capital levels. At these levels the dairy enterprise is increased.
CON'rrNUOUS CAl'l'rAJ, ·WITH UNRESTRICTED HOG PRODUC'I.'ION AND CHANGES IN THE CORN PRICE
1.'wellty-ecnt increases and decreases in the price of corn from the hase price were considered in an analysis of grade A milk production in cans. 'rhe increase of 20 cents had a negligible effect on the optimum plans at the lowcr capital levels. The greatest effeet was at the highest capital level of $11,789, where dairy herd size reached 17 and hog produetion was eliminated. The 20-cent decrease in the price of corn had a negligible effect at every capital level. Factors otl!er than price-hay a~ld corn requirements and sprmg and fall lahor restrIctions-combine to prevent increases in the already large investments in hog production.
INCOME LOSSES FROM ADOPTING SUBOPTI:\WM PLANS
The farm plans presented previously are those plans which farmers operating under th~ conditions imposed in this study would follow If they desired to maximize profits and had complete and certain knowledge. Farmers' actual reactions to price changes involve at least two clements: (1) The price elasticity of supply assuming profit maximization in the presence of perfect knowledge and certainty (optimum plan elasticity). (2) The income lost by not maximizing profits because of the existence of other motives, imperfect knowledge and uncertainty. A new plan adopted in response to a price change may require greater or smaller la~or inputs, once established. In most cases changmg the farm organization will relluire added work during the transition period; certainly it will require added managerial effort. It seems worthwhile to consider how much income a farmer will lose if he remains with a plan which is optimum with one set of prices, even though prices change. sufficiently to cause a different plan to become optImum.
These income losses were computed for all plans presented in figs. 3 through 7. The main features of the income loss data were the same in each case. To a.void excessive detail, only one table of income losses is presented here-t~hle ~.6 <?bviously, ~he opti!l1um plan for a given prIce SituatIOn must gI~e a hIgh.er income than a SUboptimum plan, so the lIlcome d.Jfference is given as the loss in income from remalllin"" with a given plan under various price conditions. Let n he the number of dairy price ranges for a given capital level with a givel! dairy enterprise. There are then n different optImum plans. Eacl) plan is optimum for one price range and suhoptimum for 11-1 price ranges. For each capital level the income loss section of a table contains n rows numbered from 0 to n-1 and n columns numbered likewise. Two numbers appear in the i-th row and the j-th column; call the first ajj and the second hj;. These two numbers represent, respectively, the minimum and maximum income losses if plan i is optimum and plan j is adopted for i > j, and the maximum and minimum losses, respectively, for i < j. For example, considering the $9,000 capital level, if plan 3 is optimum and plan 2 is ad?pted, the income loss ranges from 0 ( = a32) at. a. prICe of $3.75 to $13 (= b32) at a price of $4.10. Net income ranges from $8,962 at the lower price to $9,194 (=$9,207-$13) at the higher price. (Note _that at t he border price of $3.75 both plans are optimum.) If plan 2 is optimum and plan 3 is adopted, the income loss ranges from 0 (= b23 ) at a price of $3.75 to $262 (= a23) at a price of $2.24; net income varies from $7,707 (=$7,969~$262) to $8,962:
One of the striking points is the number of relatively small income losses, even with relatively large rhanges in dairy price and in optimum herd size.
If optimum plan elasticity is high and income loss is also high, farmers will prohahly be quite respo~ sive to price changes. If both are small, they will prohably be quite unresponsive. If one is high a~d the other low, it is reasonable to expect that they WIll again be unresponsive to price changes. If we consider price changes of the magnitude usually experienced historically and look at the smoothed curves in figs. 3 through 7 in conjunction with the income loss data, it is evident that the second situation is the most common one.
Almost all cases in which both are higl1 occur in the lower price ranges when plan zero is adopted while some other plan is optimum. The optimum plan elasticity is generally hig11 in the lower price ranges and hlo and b20 are oftcn quite large. On the other hand, if plan zero is optimum and some other plan is adopted, we commonly have the third situation-high optimulll plan elasticity and low income 10SR. The income losses bO j are oiten quite small even with large herd sizes in plan j. Out of 15 cases, 820 > b02 in 12 and a20 < b02 in 3. Together these suggest that a price increase from price level "The method of computing income loss.s from suboptimum plans is explained in the Appendix. . . .. . .
Po to PI or P 2 will be quite effective in inducing farmers to begin dairying, while a price decrease from PI or P 2 to Po will be much less effective in inducing them to quit dairying. This contrasts with the situation at higher prices. These results suggest the hypothesis that a price increase from lcvel PI to levcl Pi+> will be less effcctivc in increasing dairy production than a price decrease from P i+1 to PI will be in decreasing dairy production, after the farmer is set up for dairying. This hypothesis is also suggested by the fact that bl+1, I < ai-I, I . This means that the income loss from having fewer than the optimum number of dairy cows is less than the loss from having more than t.he optimum number. In some price ranges, elasticity dedines as price increases. Within these price ranges, it is likely t.hat a price in{'rease from Pi to P 1+1 will have less effect on total dairy production than a price decrease from PI to PI-lo In other price ranges, elasticity increases with rising price.
Within these ranges, the fact that bl+I' I < ai-I, I may be offset by the increasing elasticity hetween PH and P I+1 so that movement from PI to PI"'! will have as much effect as a movement from Pi to Pi-I'
IMPLICA TIONS OF THE RESULTS
The foregoing sections have presented the results obtained in the analyses. This section will discuss some of the over-all significance and general implications of the results. Based as they are on a limited number of analyses of a specific farming situation, the generalizations in this section are necessarily tentative and suhject to revision in the light of later findings. It is hoped that more study and empirical work will lead to a broader application of . linear programming to analysis of industry and regional supply relationships. Such an application may be particularly useful III formulating national dairy policies.
hlP],ICATIONS FOR DAIRY MARKETING
The optimum farm plans show many cases in which product prices may vary widely without changing the opimum enterprise combination. Small production changes are sometimes associated with different optimum plans as prices change. Changes in the corn pricc and the availahility of hired labor affect optimum dairy production only at higher capital levels. These results are a possible explanation of the long-noted inflexibility of farmers' production patterns. 'l'he analyses presented ahovesuggest anot11l'r reason for the inflexibility of production patterns: the small income loss suffered by the farmer if he continues his previous enterprise combination even though price changes have made that combination SUboptimum and another combination optimum. In some cases, farmers may feel that the income lost by not adjusting their operation is so small it is not worthwhile to make the change in farm organization. In other cases, the income gained by shifting from a suboptimum plan to an optimum plan (which equals the illcome lost by not shifting) may be imperceptihle to the operator because of its small size.
Let us suppose that the income gained by shifting to the optimum plan must exceed 2 pereent of the net income earned by remaining with the suboptimum plan before the farmer will change his operations. By using the data on income losses, the effects 011 the supply eurve can be determined. As an illustration, consider the $12,000 capital level in table 4; the results are shown in fig. 12 , where the solid line is the supply curve from fig. 7 and the dotted lines represent price changes neccssary to cause the farmer to change his farm plans under the previous assumption. For example, if the farmer has adopted plan 2, which is optimum for the price range of $3.49 to $4.06, and has 14 dairy cows, thc priee can rise to $5.41, where plan fi with 19 eows is optimum, before the income lost by not changing his farm organization amounts to 2 percent of the suhoptimum iu!'ome he earns with plan 2 at this price of $5.4l. Likewise, the price can fall to $1.93 before the income loss amounts to 2 percent of his income eal'ned at that price from plan 2.7 7Actually. the price can fall below $1.93. Not having computed in· come losses at dairy prices of zero, it is not possible to find the exact price below $1.93 at which the 2·percent level is reached. Suppose the current priee is $4.08 and suppose that the operator was in an equilibrium position last year. His current herd size is indicated by that one of the vertical dotted lines passing through $4.08 which indicates his optimum herd size last year. Thus current dairy herd size could vary between 13 and 19 eows-19 percent above or below optimum output-depending upon his preceding operations.
FigUl'e 12 can also bc used to study variation in current herd size at other prices. The same computatiom; could be performed for other capital levels and other enterprises. '1'his one example, however, suffices to illustrate the point. Similar results would be found from other computations. 'l'hese results show that the current year's level of production is an important factor in the determination of future levels of production.
'l'he results suggest that the length of time farmers believe a certain priee situation will last and the strength of their belief may be just as important as the level of prices in determining the supply of dairy products. I f a price change makes a farmer's present farm organization suboptimum, his decision on changing his farm plan is related to the expected duration of the llew prices and the strength of that expectation. He is more apt to adjust his operations to avoid an annual income loss if he strongly believes the new price structure to be fairly permanent than if he helieves it to be temporary or believes that prices are just as likely to return soon to their former levels as to remain at present levels. It would be expected that the element of certainty 01' duration would play a more important role in his decision if the annual income loss were small than i r it were large. '1'he small size of many of the suboptimum income losses, therefore, suggests that a program aimed at increasing or deereasing dairy production should place as much emphasis on the certainty Ot the new relative price levels as on the magnitude of those levels.
The amount of operating capital influences the optimum volume of dairy production and the type of dairy enterprise. This analysis suggests that a significant part of the variation among farms and among areas in volume of dairy production can be explained by differences in the amount of operating capital farmers possess. The impact of bulk milk handling on milk supply in a market will also depend on the level of operating capital. At the $9,000 eapital level, a shift from can to bulk production ot' either manufacturing milk or grade A milk must be accompanied by substantial premium payments if the farmer's optimum herd size and net income are to be maintained. If base prices prevail for can milk-$2.70 and $4.05, respectively-the bulk milk honus must he in the neighborhood of 50 cents for grade A Illilk and 60 to 70 eents for manufacturing' mille These premiums will maintain optimum herd size at their previous levels and will maintain 01' inel'ease the Bet iU('ollle of producers. At a capital le"el of $12,000, the optimum herd size will remain the same even if the bulk producer receives a 10-to 30-eent lower price than the can producer, if prices for can milk are at their base level. (At somewhat higher prices for grade B milk in cans, a premium will be required to maintain optimum production levels.) Net income will be nearly maintained at previous levels even after these price reductions. At and ubovc the $15,000 capital level, the optimum herd size for grade A milk production would be maintained evcn if the bulk producer rceeived $1.20 less for his milk; the optimum herd size for manufacturing milk production would remain the same in the face of a 30-cent price decline.
Although the capital level affects the size of the hulk milk prcmium required to maintain production, the capital level has little effect on the necessary price differential of grade A over grade B mill" At eadl capital level, with can or bulk handling, if the grade B price is $2.70, the grade A price must be in the neighborhood of $3.80 to $4.00 to maintain grade A production at the same level as grade B pl'oduction.
Feed prices arc commonly included as an important variable ill the prediction of supply. Present rcsults suggest that variations in fccd prices may affect only those farmers with large volumes ot: operating capital. Even for them, the effect may he small and in the opposite direction from what one would expect. The effect of the 20-cent COl'll price inerense was to leave dairy production unaffectcd or to ill crease it.. In a diversified farming area, where farllwrs grow much of their feed, the volume of feeu production may be just as importtmt as the prices paid for purchased feed. In this study, the available supplies of hay and hay equivalent and eorn and corn equivalent are related to the size of the dairy enterprise.
The importanee of labor in dairy production is emphasized by the number of times family labor is a limiting resource in the optimum plans anu by the effect of adding labor hiring as an activity. '1'he results show that dairy output is a function of the available family lahor supply as well as of' the cost or hired labor. But they also show that the availability of hired labor affects only the dairy production of farmers possessing large amounts of operating eapital.
The optimum level of dairy production seems to he more responsive to hog price changes than to dairy price changes, suggesting that in a hog pro-(hIeing area, the level of hog prices may be more important than the level of dairy prices in determining uail'Y production. Past levels of hog production arc also relevant because of the relationship hetween current dairy production and availability of hog housing. As the amount of hog housing l'ises, optimum levels of dairy production fall sharply.
IMPLlCA'rIONS J<'OR DAIRY SUPP{,Y ANALYSIS Everything in the preceding section is, of course, pertinent to thc unulysis of supply. Certain other aspects need to be hrought out in their relationship to supply Ilnalysis. Certain hypotheses have been advanceu hy agri('ultural ecollomists as explanatiolls or the inflcxibility of farmers' production pattems. Among them arc the suggestions that (a) farmers arc not primarily motivated by profit maximization and (b) certain technical relationships within th~ 468 farlll firm prevent the farmer from readily adjusting to price changes (16, page 675.) Within the framework of the lineal' programming model, the analysis reveals that inflexibility of dairy output is consistent with profit maximization and with (b). 'rhe euuses of inflexibility mentioned previously emphasize the importance of distinguishing between immediatc and delayed, 01' short-run and long-run, responses in supply analysis and lend empirical support to the use of lagged production as an independcnt variable.
Dynamic elements may also be important for other reasons. 'Vi thin the linear programming framework, feed production is determined simultaneously with dairy production and other livestock production. In actual operations, their values may be determined by a sequence of separate but interrelated decisions rather than by several simultaneous decisions. In this case dynamic elements are introduced into the relationship between dairy and other livestock production and between dairy and feed production. Dynamic factors are also introduced by the relationship between dairy production and the alllount of available dairy and hog housing and equipment, the latter having been determined by decisions lIlade in the past.
Another conclusion to be drawn from this study is that it is uot surprising that our quantitative knowledge about dairy supply is in an unsatisfactory state in spite of the number of competent people who havc studied it. Even this limited study shows ·the multiplicity of forces affecting dairy production in a diversified farming area. It also shows that many' of them do not affect it in any easily quantified manner. For example, the variable price and continuous capital analyses indicate that the relationship between dairy price and dairy production caunot he adequately representeu by an equation that is lineal' or linear in the logarithms. The price elasticity varies with the dairy price level and also with the level of operating capital. Thus, instead of using an equation such as to estimate supply response it might be more appropriate to use an equation such as
whel'e Q is quantity oj' output, P is out.put price and K is level of operating capital. Hog production furnishes another example. 'With unlimited hog housing, hog production expands sharply until the hay or corn supply is exhausted. 1'he large invest.ments in the hog enterprise either block out the dairy enterprise completely or reduce dairy pro<lurtioll, depending on the relative prices for hogs and dairy prodlwts. It follows then that the price of hogs is an important. fartor in determining the supply of uui)'y pl'oduc·ts in the competitive livestock area of the grniu helt.. The variable price analyses suggest. that tIle relationship between hog prices lind dairy product.ion mny he quite difficult to find empirically. 'rhe relationship is quite close within a small range of hog prices; above and below this small range there is no relationship. The previous analysis of suboptimum income losses also indicated the possibility that farmers respond differently to a price increase than to a price decrease. Such asymmetry would make it difficult to mcasure the relationship between dairy price and dairy output.
LIMI'l'ATIONS 'l'his study shares with other empirical studies the limitations arising from the nature of the four basic assumptions of linear programming: (1) constant returns, (2) additive processes, (3) finite number of processes and (4) fixed supplies of certain factors (12, 13, 21) . The question of the reality of (1) is especially pertinent. Interwoven with the task of obtaining adequate input-output coefficients is the t.ask of handling those enterprises whose inputoutput relationships are not linear. ·With the usual assumption of linear input-output relationships, the problem is simply to maximize these linear functions subject to the resour('e restrictions.
However, there are many situations where thelic relationships may he nonlinear. 'fhis is particularly evident when the relationship between capital or lnhor, for example, and dairy output is considel'eu.
If the relationship is one of derl'casing returns to the inputs as shown in fig. 13 the prohlem cun be handled in a linear programming model by approximating the relationship with a series of linear segments. Each linear segment becomes a separate activity in the matrix. The function of y = f(x) is approximated by the function y' = f (x). 'rhe function y' = f (x) can be embodied in the model, as segment a (as shown in fig. 13 ) has a higher return than segment b and likewise b has a higher retul'll than segment c.
. Nonlinearities that correspond to increasing returns to the inputs as shown in fig. 14 An attempt might be made to approximate y = f(x) by drawing the straight line, OP, from the origin. Activity y would then enter the final plan at, say, point rr, at level O2 with an input of Xl. An output of O2 requires an input of Xl', 11Owever; an input of Xl is sufficient to produce only 0 1 , To circumvent the problem created by the increasing returns situation, we limited the dairy activity to only one segment of the curve by setting up each enterprise for the upper limit of a given herd size range. For example, segment a in fig. 14 may represent dairy production from 0 to 15 cows. The coefficients, then, are computed for a herd size of 15 and the equipment restrictions are specified so as to prevent the herd size from going above 15. It is true, then, tllUt the bias in the results varies inversely with the size of the herd for each technique. This pl"Oeedul'e hus the obvious shortcoming of not considering the entire range of production possibilities, hut it does permit the consideration of possible increasing returns situations in the lineal' programming model.
Dairy production is exprellsed solely in terms of the number of dairy cows, a constant ratio existing between total output and the number of dairy cows. Dairy production can also bc increased 01' decrcased hy changing the levels of feeding all prices fluctuate. A numher of dairy processes reflecting various levels of feeding could be included in a linear proO'ramming model, if the necessary roefficients were k~own.
'rhe present procedure is Justified if the milk production function is sufficiently close to being lineal' that dair): price changes rause little change in optimum feedmg levels. Another factor, which is probably not as important, is the possibility of buying different quality cows in response to price changes without changing the size of the herd. This study considers, howevcr, only the change in the size of the dairy herd as a determinant of supply.
'rhe analysis in this· study assumes the goal of profit maximization. Because of the presence of uncertainty, actual farm operations under a given set of conditions may deviate from the optima obtained in this study for that set of conditions. For example, farmers with facilities for housing a large number of hogs may have fewer hogs and more dairy cattle than tIle plans in this study in order to reduce income variability. 'fhis study also assumes that the eapital invested in livestock and livestock supplies ean be converted to other forms and that liquid capital can be invested in any form in any enterprise. 'Ph ere may be cases in which a finance agency wil1 lend money for use in some enterprise(s) but not in other enterprise(s), and borrowed capital canllot be substituted for operator-owned capital in the first enterprise(s) to free operator-owned capital for use in the seeond enterprises(s). Then it would be necessary to have separate capital input items for the two groups of enterprises.
Most marketing and policy questions require some concept of an aggrcgate supply relationship for a region or un area. This would require the aggregation of the supply functions for aU the individual firms in the area. Besides knowing the supply funct.ions for a 160-acre farm under various resourM restrictions, we would also have to know these relationships for, say, 100-, 200-, and 320-acre farms. and the numbers of farms in each of these group sizes. This study considers only the single firm analysis, but additional inquir~T will be eoncerned with au extension of the analysis to derive an aggregate function.
This bulletin, heing concerned only with the supply aspects of linear programming, contains no discus-!lion of the farm management implications of the rcsults. One problem that arises in applying linear programming results to farm management is the composition effect: 'What is profitable for one or a few farmers to do may not be profitable for all farmers to do. If linear programming can be extended to the derivation of aggregate supply curves, this problem ma~T be solved. Aggregate supply, hefore and after a large number of farmers made a parti('ular change in their operations. eould be compared with aggregate demand to determine the effect of the ehange on farm prices. Then it could he determined whether farmers as a group would he hetter or worse off if they made the change.
This analysis implies an infinite marginal rate of substitution of income for leisure up to II point (given by the labor restriction) and a zero marginal rate of substitution beyond that point. The labor t'estrictions used here represent the best available estimates of the hours of work typical farmers actually put into their farm operations. It is quite possible that the marginal rate of substitution of income for leisure of many farmers is somewhere between these two extremes and decreases with inr.reasing income. In this event, a larger increase in income will be required to induce an operator to ex-470 pand his operations by a certain amount when his income is high than WhOl1 it is low.
Some of the optimum plans are impractical beeause of the small size of operations involved. Some eall for 126 acres in one rotation and only 9 in another rotation; some eall for two beef cows and others for two litters of pigs. In the few cases in which optimum plans do eontain small-scale operations, the matrix was not recalculated, blocking out these operations. The reason is that the small operations involved such a small proportion of total resourees, the remainder of the plan would be expected to change very little.
USEFULNESS OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR SUPPLY ANALYSIS
One objective of the study was to investigate the usefulness of linear programming as a tool for the analysis of the supply of farm products. In research in economics many problems arise which do not arise in the physical sciences because the physical scientists can perform controlled experiments in the laboratory. Linear programming can serve as the economist's lahoratory in the analysis of supply. In the real world, many forces operate to determine the volume of milk and cream produced. For a number of reasons, it is difficult or impossible to analyze the effects of many of these forces.
Economists often use statistical metllOds in place of controlled laboratory experiments. Because of the multiplicity of forces affecting dairy produetion, the expense of collecting and analyzing data, and the limited number of observations available from time series data, a great deal of aggregation is required to carry out the statistical analyses. For example, an index of other livestock prices is used. It is entirely possible that the response of dairy production to poultry price change differs substantially from the response to a hog priee change, which in turn differs from the response to a beef price change.
Variations in many of the forces affecting dairy production are correlated with each other, giving rise to the problem of multicollinearity in statistical analyses. For some of the variables affecting dairy output, for example, level of operating capital and amount of llOg housing available, data are not availahle and the expense of colleeting adequate data would he great.
The linear programming method avoids some of these problems. 'rhe separate effects of many variahIes can be analyzed under rigidly specified conditions; their effects can be analyzed singly or in various comhinations. Interrelationships among various forces ean be closely scrutinized. Many things which would be studied if laboratory experimentation were possible ean be studied with linear programming.
TJinear programming does not eliminate the need for statistical analysis of data dealing with actual farm operations; the two supplement each other. The first can show how farmers would behave, given certain specifieally defined assumptions, conditions and objeetives; the seeonc1 ean show how farmers actually hchuve under rather general (and more or lcss aecurately measured) conditions. Linear programming will not reach its greatest effectiveness in the area of supply until it can be used to derive aggregate supply curves. 'Vhen that stage is reached, data maJ have to be collected from farmers on various variables sueh as hog housing, operating capital and available family labor. At this stage, one of the advantages of the linear programming method-avoidance of the eost of collecting and analyzing volumes of data-seems to disappear. It. is not eliminated. however. 'I'he linear in'ogramming analyses williulve already shown which variables are relevant and which arc not. It is almost certain that the acquisition of this same Imo·.vledge through the statistical procedure would have resulted in the collection of data on, and the analysis of, variables which arc not significant. Thus there will still be economies in data collection.
Of course, the data used in the linear programming analyses do not flow without cost or limit from the mind of an omniscient investigator; they must be collected. Some of the data, however, are already available from agronomists, animal husbandry specialists, engineers, etc. Some arc available from farm records and census reports. Other data need not be collected at all; they can be left free for analysis, as was done in this study with dairy and hog prices, operating capital level and hog housing rcstrict ions.
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